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1.　 Introduction
This study investigates how homeroom teachers (HRTs), assistant language teachers (ALTs), and 
pupils use their interlocutors’ own language in English lessons in a Japanese primary school in order 
to enhance understanding. Fukatsu (2010) and Shino (2014), in which the current author investigated 
English education in a Japanese primary school, reveal that both the HRTs and the ALTs have little 
confidence when using their interactants’ L1, that is, in this case English and Japanese respectively in/
out of English classes, although they are eager to communicate with each other (and with the pupils). 
Several studies also show that pupils tend to feel foreign language anxiety when they learn foreign 
languages (e.g., Trang et al., 2013; Tsui, 1996). However, in the present study, it is frequently observed 
that the three parties actively try to use their interactants’ own language in/out of class hours in order to 
achieve the goal of the lesson or keep the conversation topic going. This study, therefore, will investigate 
how these three parties positively make efforts to use their interactants’ own languages with each other 
and how these efforts affect their language learning, teaching and communication in S Primary School.
The paper mainly consists of five parts. That is, Section 2 deals with the literature on the issues of 
using learners’ own languages. Section 3 shows survey methods and data, followed by Section 4, which 
analyzes the data of the collaborative use of English and Japanese by the HRT, the ALT, and the pupils. 
Finally, Section 5 discusses the implications and conclusion of the study.
2.  Literature Review on L1 Use and Translation in Foreign Language Classrooms
Although it is often said that foreign language learners and teachers tend to have anxiety when using 
their target languages (Machida, 2015, 2016; Fukatsu, 2010), the participants in the present study (the 
ALTs, HRTs, and pupils) are often observed using the interactant’s L1 positively in their classroom 
discourse. Therefore, this section will review how L1 use and translation have been dealt with in foreign 
language classrooms so far, and what kinds of functions they have in FL lessons.
The issue of using learners’ L1 and translation in language classrooms has been controversial in the 
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ELT field (see Cook, 2010). In the early nineteenth century, the Grammar Translation Method was 
popular mainly in Europe (Cook, 2010). However, this method was replaced by the Direct Method, 
which uses ‘neither translation nor first-language explanation’ (ibid: 7), through the Reform Movement 
in the latter half of the nineteenth century (see House, 2009). Since then, according to Widdowson 
(2003), there has been a tendency to teach and learn new languages without using learners’ L1 for a 
long period mainly in Western TESOL contexts, effected by the business of promoting ‘monolingual 
teaching’ (Widdowson, 2003: 149, see also Cook, 2010; Richards and Rodgers, 2001).
However, this practice has been questioned and there are movements which have re-evaluated 
teaching new languages using learners’ own languages (e.g., Hall and Cook, 2012). House (2009) 
mentions that ‘it is natural for people encountering a foreign language to relate it to the language they 
already know’ (p. 59). Also, Widdowson (2003) refers to language contact and points out that ‘if the 
contact occurs in individuals, there must be some compounding of the two languages in their minds’ 
(p. 51, see also Cook, 2010). It might therefore be said that translation happens inside individuals’ minds, 
even if using learners’ own languages is banned in second/foreign language teaching.
Thus, although there are researchers who are against using learners’ L1 and translation in second/
foreign language classrooms (e.g., Chambers, 1991), there are others who are for using learners’ L1 and 
translation to some degree. (e.g., Atkinson, 1987; Bolitho, 1983; Duff, 1989; Edge, 1986; Harbord, 1992; 
Riley, 1985; Thomas, 1984).
The issue of learners’ L1 use and translation is also discussed in ELT in Japanese schools (see, for 
example, Butler, 2014), including the issue of the Grammar Translation Method (Cook, 2010; Richards 
and Rodgers, 2001; Medgyes, 2017). This method still remains in Japanese EFL contexts, although it is 
controversial as to whether it is appropriate to use learners’ L1 (see, for example, Butler, 2007; Butler 
and Iino, 2005; Takanashi and Takahashi, 1990).
Cook (2010) points out positive aspects of the Grammar Translation Method as ‘it provides a safe, 
structured route for both students and teachers...particularly well suited to those teachers who are 
themselves not wholly proficient in the language they are teaching’ (p.  14). Considering the fact that 
most HRTs in Japanese primary schools do not have a special certificate for teaching English and have 
little confidence in teaching English in the current situation, to use the Grammar Translation Method 
in English classes could be useful to some extent. However, we need to pay attention to the fact that 
translation in primary English lessons in Japan is not for translating English grammar, but is mainly 
used for translating ALTs’ explanations or directions in English for the language activities. Based on the 
stream of L1 use and translation in ELT settings and the particular context of primary English lessons in 
Japan, the next section will investigate the functions of L1 use and translation used by non-native English 
teachers in foreign language classrooms.
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2.1   Functions of L1 Use and Translation by non-native English Teachers in Foreign Language 
Classes
Various studies investigate functions of learners’ L1 use by non-native English teachers during foreign 
language learning classes. For example, Liu, Ahn, Baek, and Han (2004) investigate code-switching 
practices during English classes in 13 high schools in South Korea where the Ministry of Education 
requests English teachers to conduct lessons in English as much as possible. They reveal that teachers 
use learners’ L1 to 1)  explain ‘dif ficult vocabulary and grammar’, 2) give ‘background information’, 
3) overcome ‘communication difficulties’ in expressing what teachers want to say in the target language, 
4)  save time, 5) highlight important information, and 6) manage students’ behavior (Liu et al., 2004: 
616). Liebscher and Dailey-O’Cain (2005) also investigate teachers’ and students’ use of L1 (English) 
and the target language (German) during language learning lessons in a Canadian university and find 
that teachers use learners’ L1 to enhance students’ clear understanding. On the other hand, Nagy 
and Robertson (2009) investigate primary English classes in Hungary and illustrate that teachers use 
learners’ L1 to make sure that the whole class understand what they have said. Nagy and Robertson 
conclude that when there is a departure from routine activities, teachers tend to use their L1 sponta-
neously and unexpectedly, while the target language is used ritually and predictably in a routine manner 
during lessons (p. 79).
In team teaching contexts as well, the importance of using learners’ L1 during foreign language 
lessons has been investigated by some researchers. For instance, Aline and Hosoda (2006) investigate 
interactions among ALTs, HRTs, and pupils in six team taught classes at five Japanese public primary 
schools, especially focusing on ‘HRTs’ participation patterns’ in the interactions (p. 5). They reveal that 
one of the ways that HRTs participate in the lesson is to be a translator using pupils’ L1. When HRTs 
join the lessons as a translator, they use translation when necessary in order to help pupils’ understand-
ing and ALTs’ conducting activities in a ‘facilitating role’ (p. 12). Thus, teachers use learners’ L1 for 
1) enhancing learners’ clear understanding, 2) saving time, 3) managing learners’ behavior, 4) making 
sure that learners understand what teachers have said, and 5) conducting activities smoothly. In relation 
to the functions of L1 use and translation in FL classrooms by non-native English teachers, the next 
section will focus on L1 use and translation by English teachers in team-taught language classes.
2.2  L1 Use and Translation by English Teachers in Team Teaching Contexts
In terms of using pupils’ L1 by English teachers, who are not native speakers of the pupils’ L1, Carless 
(2006) investigates good practices in team teaching based on 1) interviews with native English teachers 
(NETs) and non-native English teachers (non-NETs) and 2) observations of their lessons, examining 
team teaching programs such as the Japan Exchange and Teaching Program (JET) in Japan, the English 
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Program in Korea (EPIC), and the Primary NET scheme in Hong Kong (PNET). With regard to the 
use of pupils’ and HRTs’ L1, one of the NETs working in Japan is reported to state that it is important 
for NETs to get used to pupils’ and HRTs’ L1 in order to build a good relationship between them ‘inside 
and outside the classroom’ and conduct successful team teaching (p. 348). The NET also mentions 
that if NETs cannot deal with the local language, they would be isolated from the community of HRTs 
and pupils. This would lead to communication breakdown between them (Carless, 2006: 346, see also, 
Azkarai and Agirre, 2015; Shino, 2018). Thus, adjusting to the local language and culture is regarded 
essential for NETs. Although it could be hard for NETs to get used to the local language, HRTs can back 
them up with regard to NETs’ lack of knowledge on the pupils’ and HRTs’ L1 as the HRT shares the 
same local language and culture as the pupils (see also Tang, 1997).
Just like Carless (2006), Luk and Lin (2007) also investigate NETs working in Hong Kong and reveal 
that if NETs cannot handle learners’ L1, it would be a disadvantage for them. They refer to Guthrie 
(1984) and point out that monolingual NETs tend not to be able to manage students’ behavior during 
lessons if they cannot use students’ L1 (Luk and Lin, 2007: 26). Luk and Lin also mention, further 
referring to Guthrie (1984), that it is difficult for monolingual NETs to efficiently recognize how well 
learners have understood the lessons if they lack knowledge on learners’ L1 (ibid: 26). Thus, Luk and 
Lin (2007) state that knowledge of learners’ L1 is a ‘valuable resource’ to teachers (p. 26). Luk (2005) 
further points out that ‘the target language nativeness of the teacher’, i.e., NETs in the case of ELT, does 
not necessarily promise to promote learners’ communicative competence (p. 264).
Therefore, although the use of learners’ L1 during TL lessons is controversial, literature available 
also shows that local teachers and students use their L1 for various purposes and NETs also need to put 
an importance on using the local teachers’ and students’ L1 in order to achieve a good relationship and 
conduct successful team teaching with them. Based on the literature review, the next section will show 
survey methods and data of the current study.
3.  Survey Methods and Data
This study is based on a part of a large-scale longitudinal research project on interaction between HRTs, 
ALTs, and pupils at a primary school in Japan. English classes were observed from 2009 to 2013 in S 
Primary School. I was a participant observer as well as a teaching assistant and taught English, with 
the ALTs and HRTs, to the pupils from the first to sixth grades. Utterances of the HRTs, ALTs and 
pupils in English classes were audio-recorded（１） and the transcribed data was analyzed for interactional 
features, especially, in this study, focusing on the use of the participants’ own languages. This was one of 
the distinct features frequently observed between the ALTs and the pupils, between the HRTs and the 
ALTs, and also among the three parties. In this paper, I will specifically focus on how the participants’ L1 
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is used by the HRTs, the ALT, and the pupils during classes, utilizing classroom discourse (e.g., Sinclair 
and Coulthard, 1975; Walsh, 2013), conversation (e.g., Schegloff, et al., 1977) and classroom-based 
conversation (e.g., Seedhouse, 2004) analytic approaches. On the basis of the survey methods and data 
of the study, the next section will analyze the data of the current study.
4.   Data Analysis of Collaborative Use of English and Japanese by the HRTs, the 
ALTs, and the Pupils
In this section, collaborative efforts to use English and Japanese by the HRTs, the ALTs, and the pupils 
to communicate with each other will be examined. The section will start with collaborative efforts to use 
English and Japanese by an HRT and an ALT. It is observed that the ALT and the HRT collaboratively 
use interactant’s L1, in this case, English and Japanese respectively. Extract 1 is a situation where the 
ALT introduces her favorite story to the pupils in the 5th grade.
[Extract 1]  Collaborative Use of Interactants’ L1 (English and Japanese) by the HRT and the ALT
 1 A2: OK, my favorite story story my favorite story is ‘Spirited away’
 2 P1: は？ もう一回言って (What? Say that again)
 3 A2: ‘Spirited away’
 4 H: 分かった？ (Did you get it?)
 5 P1: 分かんない (No, I didn’t)
→ 6 A2: 千と千尋の神隠し  (Sen to Chihiro no Kamikakushi [= the Japanese title of ‘Spirited 
away’])
 7 PS: あ :: (Ah::)
→ 8  H: English say
 9 A2: ‘Spirited away’
→ 10 H: How meaning?
 11 A2: Like taken somewhere, taken
 12 H: 神様？(God?)
 13 A2: Taken the spirit
→ 14 H: Spirit だから精神。気持ちの上で。神隠しってわかるみんな？ 神様が子どもをね， 
hide 子どもをね，隠しちゃうの。人さらいとか，可愛い子どもが歩いてると時々い
なくなっちゃうの。それは誘拐だったんだけど，神様が隠した神隠しって言うの。
そのことが物語になったの。(Spirit means Seishin in Japanese. That is, spiritually. Do 
you know Kamikakushi [= spirited away]? It is said that God hides a child. It is also called 
kidnapping. It is a phenomenon that an adorable child is sometimes spirited away when s/
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he is walking. It was actually kidnapping, however, it is called ‘Kamikakushi’ [= spirited 
away]. This phenomenon becomes the story of the movie ‘Spirited Away’.)
 15 A2: OK, what’s your favorite story?
→ 16 H: お気に入りの物語はなんですか？ 日本語でいいよ。Volunteer?
   (What is your favorite story? In Japanese is OK. Volunteer?)
   ((The pupils answer their favorite stories in Japanese))
 17 P1: 3 匹の子豚 (Sanbiki no Kobuta [= the Japanese title of ‘Three little pigs’])
→ 18 H: Three pigs
 19 A2: Three little pigs? OK, what else?
(Extract from Interaction 21)
Here in line 1, the ALT introduces her favorite story, stating the title in English: ‘OK, my favorite story 
story my favorite story is “Spirited away”’. The pupils do not seem to understand it and one of them asks 
the ALT to say that again  ‘は？ もう一回言って (What? Say that again)’  in line 2. Therefore, in line 
3, A2 repeats the title ‘Spirited away’ and the HRT, in line 4, also checks if the pupil has understood by 
saying  ‘分かった？(Did you get it?)’.  However, the pupils, including P1, still do not get it, stating  ‘分か
んない (No, I didn’t)’  in line 5. Thus, the ALT changes the title into the Japanese one  ‘千と千尋の神隠
し’  in line 6. In response to this, the pupils in line 7 show their understanding, saying  ‘あ:: (Ah::)’. The 
HRT again tries to clarify the English title of the ALT’s favorite story and its meaning in order to deepen 
the pupils’  and her own understanding, stating ‘English say’ in line 8 and ‘How meaning?’ in line10. The 
phrase ‘English say’ in line 8 is incomplete and some words could be added, for example, ‘In English, 
you say’, and some words could also be added to ‘How meaning’ in line 10 or replaced by ‘How about the 
meaning?’ or ‘What is the meaning?’. However, what the HRT wanted to say was understood by the ALT 
as she answers the questions without hesitation. Thus, the HRT’s efforts to communicate with the ALT 
in English in order to deepen the pupils’ and her own understanding seem to be achieved.
In line 14, the HRT further explains what ‘taken the spirit’ means in Japanese, displaying the English 
key words ‘spirit’ and ‘hide’ in order to deepen the pupils’ understanding. After the explanation, the ALT 
asks the pupils their favorite stories in turn in line 15, saying ‘OK, what’s your favorite story?’. Then, the 
HRT tells the pupils to answer the question in Japanese, using an English word ‘Volunteer?’ in line 16 to 
encourage them to raise their hands. In line 17, one of the pupils answers the question, stating  ‘ 3匹の子
豚.’  However, the ALT does not seem to understand the Japanese title of the story. Therefore, the HRT 
translates it into English as ‘Three Pigs’. The ALT understood it and offered the formal title ‘Three Little 
Pigs’. The HRT’s effort of translation helped the ALT’s understanding and also showed her participation 
in the lesson by using English.
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Thus, in this extract, 1)  an effort to use Japanese by the ALT in order to achieve the pupils’ clear 
understanding is observed. Simultaneously, efforts to use English by the HRT are also seen to achieve 
the following four things: 1)  to clarify the English title and its meaning, 2)  to deepen the pupils’ 
understanding, 3) to encourage the pupils to answer the ALT’s question by using an English word, and 
4) to translate what the pupils have said in Japanese into English for the ALT’s clear understanding.
In this way, both the ALT and the HRT collaboratively use each other’s L1 in order to achieve mutual 
understanding and collaboratively construct the pupils’ deep and clear understanding. On the other 
hand, the ALT also actively tries to use Japanese to achieve the HRT’s clear understanding between 
the ALT and the HRT outside of class hours as seen in Extract 2, which is a situation where the ALT 
explains an activity in the next lesson for the 6th graders to the HRT in a pre-lesson meeting.
[Extract 2]  Collaborative Use of Interactants’ L1 (English and Japanese) by the HRT and the ALT
→ 1 A1: だからこの lesson は go straight ((half block [whispered voice]))
   (So in this lesson, ‘go straight’ means ‘go straight half block’)
 2 H: 半分ね，はい (Half block, OK)
→ 3 A1: そう。例えばこっちで turn left go straight ((half block [whispered voice])) and stop yeah
これも大事
   (Yeah, for example, on this page, we will turn left go straight ‘half block’ and stop, yeah. This 
is also important.)
→ 4 H: うん  I see (Yeah, I see)
(Extract from Interaction 3)
Here, in line 1, the ALT explains to the HRT how to deal with a phrase ‘go straight’ in an activity about 
directions in the next lesson, using both Japanese such as a conjunction  ‘だから (So)’,  a demonstra-
tive pronoun  ‘この (this)’  and a particle  ‘は (means)’  and English at a word level ‘lesson’ and phrase 
level ‘go straight’. Also, in line 3, the ALT uses both Japanese and English to give an example, using 
Japanese such as an informal confirmation  ‘そう (Yeah)’,  a phrase to introduce an example  ‘例えば 
(for example)’,  a pronoun and case particle  ‘こっちで (on this page)’,  and a phrase  ‘これも大事 (This 
is also important)’  and English to show an example. In response to the ALT, the HRT in line 2 shows 
her understanding in Japanese by saying  ‘半分ね，はい (Half block, OK )’,  using a key word  ‘半分(half 
block)’  at the outset, followed by a Japanese sentence-ending particle  ‘ね (ne)’  and a confirmation  ‘は
い (OK)’.  However, in line 4, she uses both Japanese and English such as a Japanese informal confirma-
tion  ‘うん (Yeah)’  and an English phrase ‘I see’ to show her understanding.
Thus, it is found that both the ALT and the HRT collaboratively make efforts to use the other’s first 
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language in order to adjust his/her language attitude for the interlocutor in the pre-lesson meeting 
outside of class hours. In other words, the ALT tries to use Japanese as much as possible, combining 
English key words and phrases with some Japanese in order to achieve the HRT’s clear understand-
ing as one of the roles of the ALT is to explain to the HRT how to do the activity in the next lesson in 
detail. Meanwhile, the HRT also tries to use English in response to the ALT as an information receiver. 
Although the ALT is good at speaking and listening to Japanese, the HRT would use English to show 
her willingness to use the other’s L1, showing solidarity to the ALT. The following extract (Extract 
3) also shows how cooperatively the ALT and the HRT use their interlocutors’ L1. Extract 3 is a situation 
where the ALT asks the HRT to give a demonstration of the game activity with him in front of the pupils 
during an English lesson for the 1st graders.
[Extract 3]  Collaborative Use of Interactants’ L1 (English and Japanese) by the HRT and the ALT
 1 A4: This is what you will do, for example,
→ 2 A4: あ，安達先生（２）いいですか？
   (Oh Ms. Adachi, could you do a demonstration with me?)
→ 3 H: はい，OK (Yes, OK)
 4 A: For example, ... ((the ALT and the HRT start a demonstration))
(Extract from Interaction 35)
Here in line 2, the ALT asks the HRT to join the demonstration with him, using Japanese  ‘あ, 安達先
生いいですか？ (Oh Ms. Adachi, could you do a demonstration with me?)’.  In line 3, the HRT responds 
to him smoothly both in Japanese  ‘はい (Yes)’  and English ‘OK’ and shows her agreement with him to 
do it.
The ALT and the HRT had a pre-lesson meeting before the English class and the ALT asked the 
HRT to give a demonstration with him before starting the game activity. Furthermore, the ALT’s way of 
asking a favor from the HRT seems to be polite because he uses the HRT’s L1 (Japanese) when asking 
a favor and uses it in a polite manner with the use of an address term  ‘先生 (Ms.)’  after the HRT’s 
surname and a polite request  ‘いいですか？ (could you...?)’  at the end of the sentence. Therefore, the 
HRT does not get confused by the ALT’s asking a favor to do a demonstration in front of the pupils in 
the actual lesson. Moreover, the HRT shows her solidarity with the ALT by responding to his request 
by partially using the English ‘OK’ in line 3. Thus, the HRT had a demonstration in English without 
any fear, thanks to the pre-lesson meeting and the ALT’s polite asking to start the demonstration in 
Japanese.
In this way, it is found the pre-lesson meeting before the class and the ALT’s efforts to use Japanese 
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in order to secure the HRT’s understanding and politeness to the HRT would decrease the HRT’s fear 
of using English during the lesson. The HRT also shows her solidarity with the ALT by partially using 
English when responding to him and conducting a demonstration with him. In this manner, both of 
them collaboratively use each other’s L1 positively and effectively, and maintain a good relationship 
while team teaching. It is thus useful to utilize each other’s L1 both in pre-lesson meetings and in actual 
lessons in order to smoothly conduct team teaching between HRTs and ALTs.
It is also found that the three parties, that is, the HRT, the ALT, and the pupils, collaboratively make 
efforts to use English and Japanese as seen in Extract 4, which is a situation where the ALT asks titles 
and contents of some traditional Japanese stories in a textbook for the 5th graders.
[Extract 4]  Collaborative Use of Interactants’ L1 (English and Japanese) by the HRT, the ALT, 
and the Pupils
 1 A2: OK if you look at page 50, what story is this?
 2 H: 日本語で。さんはい (Let’s say the title in Japanese. Here we go)
 3 Ps: もも太郎 (Momo Taro= Peach Boy)
 4 A2: What about English title, English title?
→ 5 P1: わかった Peach Boy (I know. Peach Boy)
 6 A2: Oh
 7 P1: あたってたの？ (Is it correct?)
→ 8 A2: うん  Peach Boy (Yeah, Peach Boy)
→ 9 P1: 本当に  Peach Boy (It is really called Peach Boy)
 10 A2: Peach Boy good. What about, OK, what story is the Peach Boy?
 11 H: どんな物語？ (What about the story of Peach Boy?)
→ 12 P2: Peach  どんぶらこどんぶらこパカン ((possibly with gestures))（３）
   (Peach, donburako donburako [=the Japanese sound which describes the sound the 
peach makes when floating down the river], pakan [=the Japanese sound which the 
peach makes when cutting itself apart])
→ 13 A2: パカン？   Open? (Pakan? Does it mean ‘open’?)
 14 P2: うん，で鬼鬼鬼ぼこぼこ ((possibly with gestures))
   [boko bóʊko= mimicking English sound, although it is an original Japanese onomato-
poeia describing hitting somebody with the hand] (Yeah, then demon demon demon boko 
boko [=the Japanese sound which the peach boy makes when conquesting demons])
→ 15 A2: おに？  (Demon?)
 16 P2: うん (Yeah)
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 17 A2: Ah:: ah:: OK
 18 P2: おにがしま (Onigashima= mythological island of demons)
→ 19 H: Sorry what is  おに (demon) in English?
 20 A2: Demon?
→ 21 H: Demon?
 22 A2: Or monster?
→ 23 H: どっち？ (Which?) Which better? Which better?
 24 A2: Umm demon
 25 H: はい書きなさい。鬼書く。スペル。ねえみんな
   (OK write down the spell of demon. Write down ‘demon’. Spell. OK, everyone?)
   ((The HRT tries to write down the spelling of ‘demon’ in English on the blackboard for 
the pupils))
→ 26 H: Demonster?
 27 A2: Demon
(Extract from Interaction 21)
Here, in line 1, the ALT asks the pupils the title of a story in the textbook. In line 5, P1 guesses that the 
English title is ‘Peach Boy’, answering the ALT’s question in English. This is correct and thus the ALT 
in turn uses a Japanese informal confirmation  ‘うん (Yeah)’  in line 8. P1 in line 9 repeats the English 
title ‘Peach boy’ again. In line 10, the ALT asks the pupils to tell the story in English, saying ‘What about, 
OK, what story is the Peach boy?’, and the HRT in line 11 helps the pupils by translating what the ALT 
has asked by saying  ‘どんな物語？ (What about the story of Peach boy?)’.
One of the pupils tries to answer the ALT’s question in line 12 by saying, ‘Peach どんぶらこどんぶ
らこパカン (Peach, donburako donburako [=the Japanese sound when the peach comes floating down 
the river], pakan [=the Japanese sound when the peach cuts a part of itself])’, using a simple English 
word ‘peach’ followed by an onomatopoeia ‘donburako donburako pakan’. In addition, P2 also expresses 
the story by an onomatopoeia  ‘ぼこぼこ (boko boko [=the Japanese sound which the peach boy makes 
when conquesting demons by hitting them])’  in line 14 to tell the ALT that the peach boy conquests 
demons.
Regarding the onomatopoeia in line 12  ‘どんぶらこどんぶらこパカン (donburako donburako 
pakan)’,  P2 might have used these sounds because they are described in a picture book of Peach Boy 
(for example, see Hirata and Ohno, 1988: 4–8)（４） and there is a possibility that the pupil remembers 
the sounds as his guardian read the book to him. As for the onomatopoeia in line 14  ‘ぼこぼこ (boko 
boko)’,  P2 originally changes the intonation of [boko boko] into [boko bóʊko] in order to make it sound 
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like English, although there is no English onomatopoeia like this. The pupil might have thought that it 
is easier for the ALT, whose Japanese ability is limited, to understand the story by sound rather than by 
a sentence such as ‘The peach boy conquers the demon’ in Japanese. Moreover, P2 most probably also 
expressed these sounds by using gestures in order to explicitly explain the story, although the data is 
unfortunately not video-recorded. As a result of his efforts, the ALT gets to know the meaning of  ‘パカ
ン (pakan [=the Japanese sound which the peach makes when cutting itself apart])’  as ‘open’ in line 13.
The above interaction between the ALT and the pupils seems to be, in a sense, ‘lingua franca 
communication’ (see, for example, Hua, 2015), in which interactants accommodate to each other to 
make communication successful. Thus, it should be said that pupils also make efforts to convey their 
messages to the ALT even though their English language abilities are limited, using the linguistic 
resources available (e.g., Seidlhofer, 2011; Widdowson, 1994, 2003), that is, we could say that they are 
engaged in lingua franca communication.
Furthermore, the HRT also tries to ask questions in English to the ALT 1) in line 19 by saying ‘Sorry 
what is おに(demon) in English?’, 2)  in line 21 by saying ‘Demon?’ in response to the ALT’s answer 
in line 20 with rising intonation, and 3)  in line 23 by saying  ‘どっち？ (Which?) Which better? Which 
better?’  in response to the ALT’s showing two choices. That is, ‘Demon?’ in line 20 or ‘Or monster?’ 
in line 22 on how to say ‘demon’ in English. The HRT asks the ALT questions in English in order to 
clarify and confirm a keyword of the story, ‘demon’, in English. Finally, in line 25, the HRT shares the 
knowledge with the pupils and tells them to write down  ‘おに (demon)’  in English. However, the HRT 
confuses ‘demon’ with ‘monster’. So, in line 26, she reconfirms the word ‘demon’, stating ‘Demonster?’. 
In response to this confirmation, the ALT in line 27 shows the correct word by saying ‘demon’. Thus, the 
HRT and the ALT make sure the key word of the story in English with each other.
To sum up, in this extract, efforts to use their interactants’ L1 by the three parties are described. That 
is, 1)  efforts to use English by the pupils are seen in order to answer the ALT’s English question in 
English, 2) efforts to use Japanese onomatopoeia by pupils are seen in order to achieve the ALT’s easier 
understanding, 3) efforts to use Japanese by the ALT are seen in order to a) clarify what the pupil has 
said and b) show her solidarity with the pupils, using the response-oriented utterance, and 4) efforts to 
use English by the HRT are seen in order to clarify English words which are directly related to the topic 
but the HRT does not know well.
In this way, we can see the ways in which the three parties make efforts in order to achieve their goal 
of describing the story of ‘Peach Boy’ together, constructing mutual understanding by using the various 
linguistic resources available (e.g., Seidlhofer, 2011; Widdowson, 1994, 2003) such as English, Japanese, 
and onomatopoeia. Also, the story is a Japanese traditional one and the pupils are familiar with it in their 
L1, therefore, it would be relatively easier for them to describe it in English as well. Thus, the topic of 
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the conversation seems also important when using foreign languages.
It is found through the data analysis that the three parties collaboratively make efforts to use English 
and Japanese in order to construct mutual understanding in/out of the English lessons in S Primary 
School. In the interaction between the HRT and the ALT, it is found that both of them positively use their 
interactant’s L1 during English lessons in order to achieve the pupils’ deep and clear understanding. In 
so doing, they use a) confirmation by translation (by the ALT), b) clarification, c) detailed explanation, 
and d) encouragement (by the HRT) (see Extract 1). On the other hand, it is also found that they 
actively use their interactant’s L1 outside of class hours, namely, during the pre-lesson meeting in 
order to adjust his/her language to the interlocutor, the ALT as an information provider using Japanese 
as much as possible with English key words/phrases, and the HRT as an information receiver using 
English in response to the ALT to make it sure that they have understood what they are teaching 
(Extract 2). It is further found that the ALT and the HRT’s collaborative efforts to have a pre-lesson 
meeting using the interactant’s L1 play an important role in the actual English lesson in order to show 
their solidarity and polite attitude to the interlocutor, for example, when they give a demonstration in 
front of the pupils (Extract 3). In the interaction among the HRTs, the ALT, and the pupils, it is found 
that the three parties actively use their interactants’ L1 in order to achieve the goal of the lesson 
especially when the topic of the interaction is familiar to the pupils and the HRT, such as a Japanese 
traditional story (Extract 4). I will finally discuss the implications and conclusion in the following section, 
considering the findings from the data analysis.
5.  Implications and Conclusion
In this study, the three parties, that is, the HRTs, the ALT, and the pupils, have been observed to use 
the interactant’s L1 in/out of lessons to 1) promote the interactant’s clear understanding, 2) make sure 
that the HRT and the ALT have understood what they are teaching, 3)  show his/her solidarity and 
polite attitude to the interlocutor, and 4) achieve the goal of the lesson. The use of the participants’ own 
language would enhance their communication and lead to smooth team teaching and better language 
learning for the pupils, although it is difficult to generalize about the findings of the present study due to 
the fact that each finding is gained from single cases. The study, however, could be regarded as a typical 
example of that kind of context, and the findings might be useful in similar language learning contexts 
such as primary English lessons in Japan. Further research on how we should deal with pupils’ L1 in 
their target language lessons with the right balance would be needed for more effective team teaching 
and pupils’ language learning.
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????⑴ Total length of recording was about 50 hours.
 ⑵	 Names are all anonymized hereinafter.
 ⑶	 This is most probably stated with gestures although the data is not video-recorded, judging from the 
onomatopoeia  ‘パカーン’  (paka:n), which is usually accompanied with a hand-movement, including the 
opening of the fruit.
 ⑷	 Although the sound  ‘パカン (pakan)’  is describes as  ‘パックリ (pakkuri)’  in this picture book, the 
meaning of the sound is same.
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